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” From the umbra to the penumbra of COVID-19” 

 
It has been a calamitous eight months globally since the onset of the pandemic with just about every country facing severe headwinds. 
Nations across continents have responded in different ways and continue to fight the pandemic on one-hand and seek to orchestrate 
an economic recovery on the other. 
 

Australia’s economic response to COVID-19 has been huge  
 
The response to the pandemic in March 2020 by the Federal Government through a series of stimulus packages for individuals, 
businesses, and the introduction of code of conducts across industries have been successful. Actually, Australia’s response to COVID 
19 has been brilliant. 
  
The Federal Budget announced on 06 October 2020 continues this theme by spending big on tax cuts for business and individuals, 
increased spending on infrastructure, and a range of measures to support a business-led recovery and lower unemployment rates. A 
touch of ‘Reganism’ perhaps! 
 
This level of stimulus essentially doubles the nation’s net debt from around $500 billion as at 2019-2020 to nearly $1 trillion by 2024. 
However, the cost of servicing this debt is fallen. This effectively means that the net interest payments as a % of GDP is lower than 
the 20-21 estimate. To quote Mr. Chris Richardson, Partner at Deloitte Access Economics: 
 

“I worry that people worry too much, they see the really big numbers and assume we’re buggered, that the future is buggered, 
and spending will have to be chopped. There’s lots of things to be worried about due to the pandemic but debt isn’t one of them. 
“The cost of defending our lives and livelihoods has been much cheaper than people realise.” 

 

Figure 1: Australian Federal Budget 2020-2021 Debt Statement 

 

Source: Australian Federal Budget papers for 2020–2021, Statement 7: Debt Statement 

 

So, is the low cost of borrowing, unending stimulus the panacea of our times!!! 
 
Howard Marks of Oaktree Capital has been a prolific author of several thought pieces on investment markets through many cycles. 
He opines that the current environment is like none since World War II mainly because most recessions have been managed 
through economic tools and stimulus and exhibited cyclical behaviour. 
 
Whereas previous recessions (a sweeping statement) were a function of supply/demand dynamics, the current recession is a result 
of a pandemic. While governments responded with extraordinary stimulus packages, this has only addressed the issue of replacing 
and maintaining lost revenue, loss of rent, and lost income rather than stimulate the economy. As such, Howard Marks argues that 
further stimulus is likely until such time we see economic activity increase and unemployment rates fall. 
 
The lower of longer on interest rates is now the dominant theme given the indebtedness of governments, corporations, and 
individuals. In our opinion, this is a central theme for investment markets.  
 
While these stimulatory measures work their way into mainstream Australia over the coming months, it does put a spotlight on how 
investment markets respond across asset classes. To date, it appears that the overall return expectations for each of the asset 
classes has been lowered mainly by lowering the ‘risk free’ rate and maintaining the risk premium for each of the asset classes. 
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Again, as Howard Marks notes: 
 

“Thus, today, it seems to me that most assets are offering expected returns that are fair relative to their expected risk, relative to       
everything else. But the prospective returns on everything are about the lowest they’ve ever been.”  

 
Australian commercial real estate through the pandemic 
 
As we highlight in the chart below, the economic stimulus packages since the pandemic has certainly led to a revival in the 
S&P/ASX300 property and broader equity indices. The recovery has also been supported by pretty reasonable half yearly/ annual 
results through the August reporting season (financials as at end June 2020). 
 

Comparative performance of S&P/ASX300 versus S&P/ASX A-REIT Indices 

 

Source: IRESS, for period 1 January 2020 - 23 November 2020. Assumes a starting point of 100. 

 
Consensus view of A-REITs that reported in August 2020 
 
The focus essentially was four-fold: 
Impact of the pandemic on: 
1.rental income; 
2.asset values;  
3.balance sheet metrics; and 
4.Outlook on distributions (or dividends) to investors for the 12-months ahead. 
 
Core Property Research compiled statistics on 33 A-REITs that reported during August 2020 on each of the above 
and note the broad conclusions below 

 
Impact on rent income from COVID-19 mostly in line with expectations 
 
The retail property sector suffered the most during the June quarter with large format shopping centre rent 
collections falling below 60% of total rent. Non-discretionary retail, suburban office assets, and industrial assets had 
rent collections of over 80% of collectable rent. This was pretty much expected. Trading conditions have since 
improved based on the quarterly updates from large format retail A-REITs. 
 
Impact on asset values as expected 
 
Again, large format retail A-REITs saw portfolio values decline by around 10% whereas industrial AREITs saw little 

or no decline in valuations. The office sector was a bit more mixed albeit valuations declines were less than 5% 
across high quality office assets and suburban office assets. 
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From a market pricing perspective, the implied premium or discount to an A-REIT’s net tangible asset (NTA) also 
supports the theme that large format Retail A-REITs remain out of favour, and trade at material discounts to 
reported NTAs. Meanwhile, industrial A-REITs, Office A-REITs, and Specialist A-REITs continue to trade at a 
premium or small discount (<10%) to reported NTAs. 
 
Balance sheet metrics remain robust 

 
A highlight of the Australian A-REIT sector has been that leverage across the sector has been low relative to pre 
GFC levels. As at June 2020, the average sector gearing is around 25%, slightly lower than gearing levels seen as 
at December 2019. A-REITs remain in great shape to service their debt with Interest cover sitting well above the 
Interest Cover Ratio (ICR) covenant imposed by lenders.  
 
Guidance on forward earnings and distributions remain cautionary 
 
Of the 33 A-REITs that reported its results, only 22 A-REITs or 66% of A-REITs provided earnings guidance for 
FY21. Perhaps, a very cautious approach to earnings outlook for the next few months. Even fewer A-REITs, 14 out 
of 33 or 42% provided guidance on distributions for FY21. 

  
Overall, the reported results and outlook statements provided by A-REIT managers suggest that the downside risks 
as a result of the pandemic have been managed well. Economic stimulus packages which run until March 2021 
provide a floor to any weakness in company earnings. However, the unwinding of stimulus packages and the 
consequent impacts remain uncertain beyond this period. 
 
But a low interest rate environment and an environment of relative low returns could be the new normal while we 
move from the umbra to the penumbra of COVID-19. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

 
This document is published by Core Property Research Pty Ltd ACN 620 084 880 (Core Property). Core Property is an Authorised 
Representative (Authorised Representative No. 1280479) of Core Property Research Holdings Pty Ltd ACN 633 170 751 (AFS License 
No. 518320) (Licensee). No representation is made by Core Property or the Licensee as to the accuracy or completeness of the contents 
of this document, and no responsibility or liability is accepted by Core Property or the Licensee for any errors, misstatements in or 
omissions from this document which arises from any use of or reliance on this document. 
 

Disclaimer & Disclosure 

Core Property has received a fee from the Manager for researching the product(s) which has then been subject to a detailed review and assessment by 
Core Property and its analysts to produce this report. In compiling this report, Core Property’s views remain fully independent of influence or conflicts of 
interest. Our team of analysts undertake an objective analysis of the offer and conclusions are presented to senior officers for review. 
 
The company specified in the Report (the “Participant”) has provided Core Property with information about its activities. Whilst the information contained 
in this publication has been prepared with all reasonable care from sources that Core Property believes are reliable, no responsibility or liability is accepted 
by Core Property for any errors, omissions or misstatements however caused.  
 
Any opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflects the judgement and assumptions of Core Property as at the date of publication and may change 
without notice. Core Property and the Participant, their officers, agents and employees exclude all liability whatsoever, in negligence or otherwise, for 
any loss or damage relating to this document to the full extent permitted by law.  
 
This publication is not and should not be construed as, personal financial product advice, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or 
subscribe for any investment. Any opinion contained in the Report is unsolicited general information (general financial product advice) only. Neither Core 
Property nor the participant is aware that any recipient intends to rely on this Report or of the manner in which a recipient intends to use it. In preparing 
our information, it is not possible to take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual recipient. 
Investors should obtain individual financial advice from their investment advisor to determine whether opinions or recommendations (if any) contained 
in this publication are appropriate to their investment objectives. Investors should obtain a copy of, and consider the PDS/ Information Memorandum, 
which can be obtained by contacting the issuer.  
 
This publication is not for public circulation or reproduction whether in whole or in part and is not to be disclosed to any person other than the intended 
recipient, without obtaining the prior written consent of Core Property. This report is intended for the residents of Australia. It is not intended for any 
person(s) who is resident of any other country. Core Property and/or the Participant, their officers, employees or its related bodies corporate may, from 
time to time hold positions in any securities included in this Report and may buy or sell such securities or engage in other transactions involving such 
securities. Core Property and the Participant, their directors and associates declare that from time to time they may hold interests in and/or earn 
brokerage, fees or other benefits from the securities mentioned in this publication.  
 
Core Property discloses that from time to time it or its officers, employees and related bodies corporate may have an interest in the securities, directly 
or indirectly, which are the subject of these statements and/or recommendations (if any) and may buy or sell securities in the companies mentioned in 
this publication; may effect transactions which may not be consistent with the statements and/or recommendations (if any) in this publication; may have 
directorships in the companies mentioned in this publication; and/or may perform paid services for the companies that are the subject of such statements 
and/or recommendations (if any). However, under no circumstances has Core Property been influenced, either directly or indirectly, in making any 
statements and/or recommendations (if any) contained in this Report.  
 
The information contained in this publication must be read in conjunction with the Legal Notice that can be located at 
http://www.coreprop.com.au/Public/Disclaimer.  
 
For more information regarding our services please refer to our website www.coreprop.com.au. 
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